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SOF OLYMPIAD EXAMS, 2023-24
Class I -VII

Dear Parent

Namaskar!
We at Bal Bharati Public School, believe in the importance of developing a greater competitive spirit and an ability to
explore their latent potential, among students, from a very young age. Exposing children to assessments of national and
international levels offer an opportunity for developing this attitude alongside an improvement in analytical thinking,
problem solving ability and aptitude in the long run.

In view of the above we would like to share that Science Olympiad Foundation (SOF) has opened registration for
examination for classes I-VII. We are happy to share with you the details of SOF Olympiad exams for the academic year
2023-24. SOF Olympiads - world's biggest Olympiad exams for school students are diagnostic tests aimed at assessing
students and assisting schools and parents identify weak areas of students and help them improve through focussed efforts.
SOF Olympiads also acknowledge/reward good performance, motivate and make students competition ready.

Optional: Participation in these Olympiads is purely optional.
Workbooks: Practice workbooks can be purchased online, after registration process is complete. Papers are designed and
framed by SOF - Olympiad.
Schedule Of Exams: Exams will be conducted offline (through OMR sheets). Below are the dates for each exam.
FIRST LEVEL EXAMS SCHEDULE 2023-24

CLASS OLYMPIAD DATE
I-VII INTERNATIONAL GK OLYMPIAD (IGKO) 10th October, 2023
I-VII INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD (IEO) 12th October, 2023
I-VII NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD (NSO) 17th October, 2023
I-VII INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD (IMO) 30th November, 2023
I-VII NATIONAL CYBER OLYMPIAD (NCO) 28th November, 2023
III-VII INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL STUDIES OLYMPIAD (ISSO) 18th January, 2024

Second Level Exam: 2nd level exams will be conducted for SOF IEO, SOF NSO & SOF IMO for students studying in
classes III- XII. Dates of 2nd level exams will be announced by Dec, 2023 (tentatively on 2nd/3rd Sunday of Feb, 2024).
Oympiad Preparation Classes: Olympiad Preparation Classes will take place for an hour, twice a week, after school
hours or on Saturdays, post summer break. The schedule will be shared well in advance. The classes will be taken by our
school teachers.
Registration Fee: Parents will pay to school Rs 150/-, including GST, per Olympiad exam towards the cost of the exam.
Complete list of registrations will be done by school and shared with SOF.
Prizes & Awards: Based on participation/performance, students are awarded with cash awards/scholarships, trophies,
medals, gift certificates and performance certificates based on their School, Zonal & International Ranks.
Student Consent Form: Interested participants to submit the SOF consent form by Thursday, 27th April, 2023 to their
respective class teachers.

For further clarification, parent may contact the teacher-in-charge Ms. Shiwangi Trivedi.
Contact Details: triwedi.shiwangi@kh.balbharati.org

+91 6263287914

Best Regards

Jyoti Gupta
Principal
Bal Bharati Public School Khandwa


